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WHY CHOOSE
NASM?
For over 25 years, the National
Academy of Sports (NASM) has set
the standard in personal training
certification, continuing education
and tools for health and fitness
professionals. We offer a wide
range of opportunities for you to
learn, grow your skills, build your
business and apply your knowledge
in real world settings to help your
clients reach their fitness goals.

WHY CHOOSE OPTIMUM
PERFORMANCE STUDIO?
Optimum Performance Studio has
built its reputation around leading
fitness education providers offering
cutting edge training for fitness
professionals over the last 9 years,
incorporating the latest science and
technology to establish advance
and sustain successful career
pathways.
Optimum Performance Studio is
partnered with industry leaders,
manufacturers and educators to
inspire people to ‘Train the way they
Play’, providing a comprehensive
training environment geared to
inspire, motivate and challenge

clients through innovative
programming.

Optimum Performance Studio
prides itself in being a pioneer in
establishing a fully equipped facility
housing the lasted training tools
and equipment, geared to enhance
the overall experience of both
trainer and client, OPS will continue
to inspire encourage and lead
fitness professions into the future.
Optimum Performance Studio
brings a refreshing perspective and
sense of purpose to the business of
performance education and
training. OPS also brings with it a
sense of pride and ownership when
it comes to fitness education and
training.

To find out more about Optimum
Performance Studio please log on
to our WEBSITE.

www.opstudiohk.com
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Bookings now open
For August 4 &18

AUSTRALIAN
STRENGTH
PERFORMANCE
ASP COACHING
LEVEL I

June 25 - 27, 2019
Bookings Limited
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TRATAC ROLLERS
Muscle Vibration Massage

Muscle Vibration Massage
Active Ball | S

Now Available

THE BEST ARM
WORKOUTS FOR
PEOPLE WHO JUST
CAN'T (OR WON'T) DO
PUSHUPS
BY TODD MCCULLOUGH
TMAC FITNESS FOUNDER

A few years ago, an old shoulder injury from years of playing football flared up.
To say it was painful would be an understatement; I found myself unable to do
any exercise that required me to bend my elbow with a load on the shoulder. I
couldn't do a pushup or chaturanga–two movements that as a personal trainer,
yogi, and fitness entrepreneur, I do all the time.
It was a frustrating time (to say the least), but instead of focusing on what I
couldn't do, I focused on what I could do to maintain my arm strength. The
following exercises are perfect for anyone who can't do a pushup or simply
doesn't want to.
1. Side Plank
Side planks can be super beneficial when it comes to strengthening the shoulder.
And oftentimes when you incur a shoulder injury, your stabilising muscles in the
shoulder shut oﬀ. Doing a side plank can help prevent this!
Place your hand underneath your shoulder and stack your feet on top of one
another.
Visualise one channel of energy going from your hand on the ground up through
your top hand reaching to the sky.
If you need to modify, drop your bottom knee down or take the top leg and cross
over.
Hold for 30 seconds on each arm.
2. Triceps Extension
Triceps extensions allow you to strengthen the back of your arms without
causing pain in your shoulders. As I mentioned earlier, if you have a shoulder
injury, you'll want to avoid any exercise that has you bend your elbow while
putting weight on your shoulder. For example, a triceps dip will only cause more
inflammation to the injury. So instead, try adding triceps extensions with a
dumbbell to your routine.
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Choose a dumbbell, stand upright and spread your feet shoulder-width apart.
With both hands, lift the dumbbell over your head until your arms are fully
extended.
Next, lower the dumbbell, keeping your elbows close to your head, until your
forearms and biceps meet.
Raise the dumbbell back to your starting position, and repeat.
Try three to four sets to failure.
3. Biceps Curl
Isometric movements like biceps curls have gotten a bad rap in the world of
functional movement. And while I would agree that it's not the most eﬀective way
to train, it's a simple movement that you can do when you're suﬀering from an
injury or unable to do something more advanced. (Just make sure to stretch
between sets. If your biceps tendon gets too tight, you'll cause more pain to your
shoulder.) And when choosing a dumbbell, remember that doing the move
correctly with lighter weight is always better than going heavier and
compromising your form.
Stand tall and go for full range of motion when you curl the dumbbell toward you.
Try for three to four sets to failure.
4. Dumbbell Reverse Fly
I would argue that we should do two pulls for every one push we do (in our
workouts and our day-to-day lives), especially given that most of us our have
poor posture. Developing a strong back will not only help improve your posture,
but it'll also speed up your recovery process.
Grab a set of light dumbbells. Bend your knees.
Make sure you're in a flat back position.
Bring your hands to the sky while engaging your back muscles, and then release
back down. Again, form is crucial for this exercise.
Go for three to four sets of 12 reps.
Suﬀering an injury can be frustrating and painful, but it doesn't mean you have to
give up all movement. There are so many ways to strengthen your body, it just
takes a little compromise and creativity.
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Doing OUR
Best, to
Bring you
THE Best.
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SUMMER SCHEDULE HIGHLIGHTS
DATE

COURSE

BOOKINGS OPEN

June 16

Triggerpoint MCT

BOOK NOW

June 22

Trigger Point Foam
Rolling : Principles
and Practices

BOOK NOW

June 23

TRX STC

BOOK NOW

June 25

ASP Coach Level I

BOOK NOW

July 07

NASM CPT 2 Day
Intensive

BOOK NOW

August 02

NASM CPT

BOOK NOW

August 4 & 18

AFAA Group Fitness
Certification

BOOK NOW

August 16

Animal Flow Level 2

BOOK NOW

August 25

TRX GTC

BOOK NOW
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CREATE THE PERFECT
MEAL WITH THIS SIMPLE 5
STEP GUIDE
Hundreds of healthy meal combinations
made easy.
By John Berardi, Ph.D.
You know you need a good balance of proteins, carbs, fats. But how
do you turn that knowledge into healthy meals that taste delicious?
Just mix and match these ingredients, flavour profiles, and cooking
methods to create the perfect meal every time. Seriously, this guide
could change your life.
At Precision Nutrition, it’s our mission to help clients develop healthy eating habits for life. That
means:
Eating fresh, minimally-processed food as often as possible.
•
Including a balance of protein, veggies, smart carbs, healthy fats.
•
Adjusting portions to meet health and body composition goals.
•
That all sounds great. But the trick is to do it all in a way that’s super-easy and tastes
awesome.
That’s where Precision Nutrition’s all-star chef, Jennifer Nickle, comes in.
Jen’s been chef to UFC legend Georges St-Pierre and to tennis pros like Sloane Stephens
and Eugenie Bouchard. She’s taught some of the best athletes in the world how to eat.
And now it’s your turn.
Behold the Perfect Meal cheat sheet.
For the past few weeks Jen and I have been working together to create a cheat sheet that
helps clients build amazing meals that pack in maximum flavour with minimal effort. And it’s
finally ready.
Using the simple instructions in this infographic, you’ll be able to mix and match ingredients
and flavour profiles to come up with literally thousands of easy, delicious, health-supporting
meals.
Warning: This guide could change your life.
Download the infographic for your printer or tablet. Keep it in your kitchen or bring it
along on your next grocery shopping trip. And be sure to share it with your friends.
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4 STEPS TO ACHIEVING
YOUR OWN SUCCESSFUL
AND FOCUSED DAY
By SCOTT KEPPEL
NASM

Just like a fitness training program, planning and a committed focus are key to
achieving your personal success.
In today’s fitness world (or the world of social media), you can’t go anywhere
without hearing something along the lines of “Own the day, own your life,”
“Mindfulness matters,” “Control the morning, control the day,” and so on.
You may be thinking, “Sounds great, but how do I own my day, control my
morning and stay mindful when I’m getting pulled in so many directions?”
Maybe you feel you have most if “it” under control, but there are some areas
you’d like to improve. The goal here is to share some takeaways that can be
used daily for the rest of your life.
Start and end your day with gratitude.
I call this a gratitude sandwich. Each morning and evening while brushing my
teeth I go through as many items as I can that I am grateful for. Some of
my regulars are: My wife, my children, the fact I own my own personal
training business, my faith, etc.
The why. When you’re in a state of gratitude your mind really can’t be in a state
of negativity. What better way to start and end your day? You can’t control
everything that’s going to happen, but you can control how you start it and end
it.
Block and shelf your tasks.
Darren Hardy (a success mentor I enjoy listening to) suggests you look at a
task, schedule the time to get whatever you can done (the block) and once that
time is up or the task is completed put it off to the side (on the shelf) and focus
on your next task.
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The why. Often times, we go back and forth from task to task, which normally
leads to nothing getting done. When we set a specific time to work on a
specific task and then we move to the next, we assure each task gets the full
attention it deserves.
Start your day off with a plan. What is your action plan for today? One of the
scariest things for myself as well as for many is looking at a blank schedule.
Now this may be great on the weekend or on vacation when you want to relax,
but not when you’re in work mode. People that go into their day without a clear
schedule tend to fill it with nonsense and are not productive. I’m not saying you
have to be busy every minute, but if you know you want a break to watch TV,
take a nap, read, or whatever it may be, schedule that time and use the block
and shelf concept. Do whatever task you’re supposed to at that time and
then go to the next one.
The why. Having your schedule written out before the start of the day (I write
out my daily schedules on Sunday) will assure you get those items done that
are important to you.
Get it over with!
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not suggesting you rush through anything, but if you
have a task you are dreading, one that is critical and/or one that requires your
full mental capacity, scheduling it earlier rather than later in the day will give
you the best chance to get it done, and get it done correctly.
The why. As we are forced to make decisions throughout the day we get tired
of making them and are more apt to pick whatever we think is easiest (not
necessarily best) at that time. I don’t feel it has to be the first thing you do. I
actually feel you should get some small wins in, like answering a few
emails, making a couple calls, etc., before tackling your most important task.
These small accomplishments can build confidence and help you to take on
the bigger challenges.
These four strategies are some of the ones I personally implement on a daily
basis and encourage my clients, my team and my family to use as well. If they
seem overwhelming, I suggest you choose one and stick with it for a couple of
weeks.
Make it a habit, then choose another to add. If you’re already doing these,
great! I challenge you to get others to do so as well. Getting others on board
will help you stay accountable and it feels great helping others!
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4 Tips To Improve Your Deadlift
It’s a simple lift to do, but it’s far from easy. These four tips can help you get the
most out of the deadlift.
The bench press might be the most popular big lift and the squat might be the
best lower body lift, but the king of all lifts is the deadlift. It challenges the
whole body and is an elite mass building movement. If you want to maximise
your potential in strength, size, performance, or all of the above, you should
work on your deadlift. Take these four tips under advisement to pack the plates
on the bar and achieve your best pull possible.
Work with BOTH Stances
There are two major stances to performing the deadlift. They are the
conventional and sumo stances. Conventional is where your feet are shoulder
width apart, and sumo is with your feet wider apart (like a sumo wrestler’s
stance). Athletes generally will find which one works best for them and stick
with it, but this is the wrong approach. You should work with both stances so
you can maximise your potential. Some powerlifters will train with both stances
in cycles by performing the stance they are weaker on for 8-12 weeks before
returning to their stronger stance. More often than not, the result is an even
better number since they worked muscles with the opposite stance in a way
they wouldn’t with their stronger stance.
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Keep That Bar Close
Perform It the Same Way Every Time
When a basketball player warms up, they shoot their shot with the same form
they would in a game. You should take this same approach with your lifts.
You should take care to walk up to the bar, plant your feet, take your grip, and
lift with the same cadence and steps every single time.
Don’t Downplay Assistance Exercises
You need to do more than simply deadlift over and over to get better.
Assistance exercise can help isolate certain muscle groups so you can get
stronger and help them work together. Good mornings work the entire
posterior chain, pull-throughs are great for the hips and glutes, lying leg curls
hit the hamstrings, and rack pulls can help you improve on the lock out. There
are other great assistance movements out there so you can find which ones
work best for you and add them to your own plan.
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®
POWERPLATE

DISCOVER
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SATURDAY
JULY 27

BOOKINGS
NOW OPEN
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EPIC

SUMMER

SALAD
Ingredients:
400 grams Black Beans Drained
2 large handfuls of baby spinach chopped roughly
500 g heritage tomatoes, chopped into large chunks
1/2 cucumber sliced lengthwise and seeds scooped out,
sliced on an angle
I mango peeled and chopped into chunks
I large red onion halved and ﬁnely sliced
6-8 radishes sliced
2 avocados peeled and sliced
100g feta crumbled
Handful of herbs reserved from the dressing
For the Dressing
Large bunch of mint
Call bunch of coriander
Small bunch of basil
1 fat green child sliced and deseeded and chopped
1 small garlic clove
24

Method:
1. Make the dressing by blending all the ingredients in a
food processor or blender, saving a few herb leaves for
the salad. You can make the dressing up to 24 hours
before.
2. Scatter the beans and spinach over a larger platter.
Arrange the tomatoes mango and cucumber, onions
radishes on top and gently toss with your hands. Top
the salad with avocado and herbs and serve the
dressing on the side.

SMALL GROUP
CLASSES

SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY
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NUTRITION
FIND OUT MORE

WHATS

YOUR

SPECIALISATION?
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NASM CES
S P E C I A L I S AT I O N S
Everybody finds it had to continue education, especially in this industry. Thankfully the trend
moving forward is online education. It seems more and more companies are now offering
online education so you can learn from the comfort of your own home.

BROADEN
YOUR MARKET
EARN MORE
AND KEEP
YOUR CLIENTS
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COMING

BACK

LIVE WORKSHOPS SEPT 15 & 22

Did you know that personal trainers who
have their NASM Corrective Exercise
Specialisation (NASM-CES) earn 48% more
on average than other personal trainers
without the NASM-CES. That's an amazing
pay increase in an industry where your
income is typically determined by the
number of clients you have, how many
sessions they book and how much they are
willing to pay.
NASM’s Corrective Exercise Specialisation
applies to all clients, which means you bring
increased value to new and existing
customers. Obtaining the NASM-CES
demonstrates your continued passion and
investment in education, helping you better
establish yourself as a leader in the fitness
industry.
You can also apply the NASM Corrective
Exercise program to clients that are already
in good physical condition but want to do
more! Maybe they are preparing for a race or
competing in a sport. You will have the
added value of making sure they are able to
do their very best, maintain movement
efficiency and help avoid injury as they
challenge their bodies and push the limits.
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TRAINING
ROOM

Come and experience our new 2/F
power lifting platform. Studios
on both floors are for hire.
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1-2 F World Trust Tower
50 Stanley Street Central
2868 5170

Our NASM Partners in Taiwan

Email info.leadmaker@gmail.com
Online www.leadmaker-taiwan.com
Contact Jason Lai

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE STUDIO
1st and 2nd FLOOR WORLD TRUST TOWER
50 STANLEY STREET CENTRAL HK
+852 2868 5170
info@opstudiohk.com
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